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INTRODUCTION
Games can be an exciting supplement to a well-organized curriculum plan that

will enhance the learning process and create a positive image for any subject matter.
Games should not replace time-tested traditional teaching methods but support them
in their objectives of increasing learning.

ES OF GAMES
Games are flexible but highly structured tools that require the use of formal

paraphernalia. There are three broad categories of games, as treated in this text
including: card games, board games and activity games.

Card games are the simplest type of games and are effective in introducing
single terms, or a few related terms, or as a review of those terms. The major ex-
ception is the flashcard which provides the learning or review of a vast number of-
concepts in a short period of time. Flashcards can be very valuable, but since they
do emphasize rote learning need the backing of experience oriented activities.
Card games tend to be shorter in play length and may heed to be utilised more than
once to maximize their effectiveness.

Card games usually focus in on individual terms or a small group of related
terms. There are three types of card games based upon their objectives: match
card games, point card games and indirect card games.

Matching card games, like "Sucker" and "Resource Dominoes", involve matching
terms with examples of the term or matching specified sets or categories of terms.
Matching games are relatively easy to play and provide a basic review of a given
concept or term.

Point games, such as "Paperwork" and "Farming", are more compleX. The major
goal of these games is to gain necensary points and become the winner. This often
involves a variety of different maneuvers.

Cards may also be used indirectly as a tool or learning device to enrich the
experiential learning of a group without the need for travel or extensive equipment
aids. Unlike the other card games, the indirect use of cards as in the "Money and
Berter" game, can only be done once since achievement of the learning objective
destroys the mystique of the play. The debriefing sessions become critical to the
complete function of the activity.

Board games may be used either as a review or introduction of broader concepts
which can include a variety of related terms. The inclusion of ci.dditional terms
tends to make board games a little more complicated and time consuming. Primary
grade teachers can narrow the focus of a board game to prevent it from becoming too
complicated for young children, as in the sample of "Our City" -which has both a
primary and intermediate elementary version.

Activity games tend to have a special4 "ed focus that may be either very broad
or specific in nature. There are two major types of activity games: puzzles and
imagination exercises.

Puzzles require very specific learning skilla and will prove most effective
as a test or review of material already covered in class. Crossword puzzles, hidden
message puzzles, and scramblers may prove to be a refreshing ehaege from the tra-

ditional test for both the teacher and pupil. Ilieyareenormally utilized individually
for-maximum impact. Imagination exercises are unstructured both in directions that
are provided and outcomes expected of the learner. They are most valuable in helping
students discover the decisionemeking process given a specified set of cognitive in-
formation. Imagination exercises, such as "People in Space" or "Supply-and Demand"
may be used as an individual exercise for homework or c].asswork. These exercises
may also be utilied with flexibility in small group settings where interaction be-
tween students is desired, or in large group settings where pupil teacher discussion
is to be encouraged.



ANTAG 4F GAMES
Games have many features that make them worthwhile learning tools.
Games, particularly teacher-made or teacheremodified ones, can provide in-

dividualised formats to meet precise instructional needs. The board games provided
in this text have an expressly designed feature called quiz cards. Teachers may
place questions on these cards that come directly from their lesson plans. Students
will review selected material any time they land on this space. Since the quiz
cards must contain the answer, the player to the right of the one landing on the
square must read the questions.

Games are also enjoyable and exciting for students and will create a posi-
tive attitude toward any subject matter. Teachers who frequently use games realize
that they modify student responsiveness to more traditional teaching approaches.
Games establish a relaxed atmosphere in which all types of learning and discovery
prosper.

Well-designed learning games attempt to reflect realistic life situations
in a manner that is more simplified and easier to grasp. This includes an emphasis
on decision making even in the most structured of games. Educational theoriests
have long praised the superiority of experiential learning and, in many cases, a
good game or simulation is the only practical way to provide such experience in our
mass audience, highly structured school settings. Children who play games will be
able to practice the decision making process both as individuals and, in some cases,
in a group setting. Games also provide immediate feedback relative to the success
of our decisions and encourage the exploration of alternatives. For this reason,

games prove most effective with repeated exposures and debriefing.
A major advantage to card and board games, in particular, is that they all

have strong similarities and are not difficult to learn if properly initiated.
Games frequently share a similnv objective, to gain points or make money. While a

few games in whim text, such as Missouri Resourneselemphasize.cooperation, most
games value competition and have a winner who earns his/her position.

Most games are student-directed learning units which are played in small
groups, usually two to eight players, within a thirty to sixty minute time frame.
The length of play makes most games very adaptable to the typical time constraints
established in the classroom.

Games cultivate substantial secondary skills, particulerly in math and read
Children experience counting money, adding or subtracting pointz, simple percentage
and reading au well as following written instructions.

Teachers need to be aware of some of the problems associated with us in
learning games and to compensate for them in order to maximize the learning exp _-
ience.

A major problem with games is that while most children respond eagerly to
gaming, some students will not enjoy games. Some students may be too shy, too
hyperactive, too slow, lac3 imagination or skills, or even too intelligent to play
a particular game. All children should be encouraged to participate but occasionally
soma accommodations may be necessary. The teacher can minimize disinterest by
properly orienting students to play the game and by choosing games that. are both
appropriate and challenging without becoming taxing or threatening to the student.

The simplistic nature of most games can become a disadvantage, particularly
in work with very bright students. If children are bored by a game, then it is not
sufficiently challenging to provide a learning experience. While the games in this
text provide age and ability guides the teacher must use his or her professional
judgment regarding the value of a game in a specific situation.

Board games require the use of small delicate pieces that are frequently
lost or misused. The materials presented in this book are reproduceable, reducing
the cent of such losses. Teachers should closely monitor the use Ofg_amete to preys
undue loss or destruction.

The fact that most games must be played in a small group setting limits their
scope and utility. These limits are overcome if gaming is part of a vibrant



curriculum that includes umerous learning techniques and materials.
Games are most effective with elementary age children since older students

may have preconceived notions about the appropriateness of a game. The games that
prove successful with older students must be sufficiently sophisticated without
being too complicated.

Games can be time consuming is terms of the preparation needed to create the
proper atmosphere, in developing the games and game pieces, and in actually playing

the game. These ready-made games can reduce the time needed in preparing the game
pieces, usually without sacrificing the individual character needed to suit specific
curriculum requirements. Educators must decide if the motivational and learning
value of a particular game is worth the class time consumed in its use and development.

Some object to the fact that games are too structured and do not place enough
emphasis on individual imagination. The structured nature of games makes them a
valuable learning tool but again they should be mixed with other tools that develop
creativity, decision making and other important qualities.

Games also place significant emphasis on competitive behavior and winning
which should not be over-emphasized since they can distract from the learning purpose
of the game. Teachers an avoid over-emphasizing competitiveness by properly setting
the mood in the preparation phase of the play and in the follow-up debriefing.

There have been few attempts to systematically explore the learning potential
of gaming. More research must be done in this area of curriculum development.

Some teachers may fear or mistrust games and these feelings can only be over-
come through experimentation and use. In order to be effective, debriefing skills
must be improved along with skills in working with small groups. The biggest threat
to many teachers in using games is the student-directed nature of the activity.
Rigid time schedules, unmovable furniture, and unrealistic behavior expectations do
not provide a good atmosphere for gaming or other experience-based learning techniques.

GAMING IN THE CURRICULUM
Games are frequently designed for use with small groups of pupils. The games

can be set up in two basic patterns.
The small group-large class set up allows the entire class to play a game at

once. It has the advantage of easy preparation and Fovides a good atmosphere for
debriefing. This pattern is most useful when the game is either acting as an intro-
duction to a specified unit or as a review session. This game pattern also makes it
possible to keep on a set time schedule and structure the learning situation.

The instructional center organization pattern takes advantage of the repeti-
tive learning factor in gaming. Teachers may set up a series of learning stations
throughout the classroom; one could emphasize gaming, another creative writing or
artistic projects, and another research. These centers could be open during home-
room, recess, lunch, study halls, before class, and during class when students have
completed a test or other classwork early. This approach makes good use of otherwise
dead time to promote or review instructional materials. Students must become famil-
iar with the material in advance which requires some introductory group exploration
in the classroom. Teachers may even wish to permit students to check materials out
over night or on weekends. Some teachers have used the interest centers as a reward
or incentive system for good behavior or excellence in class work.

Whichever pattern is chosen, games can be an integral part of an effective
learning experience.
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EDURES
order to make the best use of games, it is important follow a set pro-

the students.

Th7ICT., Students need to have the objectives of games explained thoroughly.
understand that educational games are designed to be exciting learning

fln: and it should be clear that students will be expected to answer questions about
-tee after it is completed. Discuss the technical details about the use of games.

a should be expected to handle, the games with care by putting everything back
:en they are finished and keeping the interest center in order. Students need

to laiow when the games will be played and how much time is alotted. A teacher may
o have a schedule of usage and a sign-up sheet available.
Specific details about general expectation related to gamed playing should be

-)rented to the class. All rules should be written out to reinforce the students'
,efticriee.

aITUP: The teacher should begin a discussion of a specific game by explaining the
Vijor objective of it (i.e. to get the most money, collect points, or make certain
matches).

Next, display the game pieces and explain how they contribute to the play. If
you are in a small group-large class set-up each group can look at the nieces as you
discuss them.

You should explain the learning objectives of each game and how it fits into
current curriculum activities.

Now the class will be ready for you to read the directions to the game. Each
game that you prepare should have a copy of the directions included for the student's
information.

You may wish to answer student questions before the play begins. It is import-
t to keep the set-up phase brief, yet informative.

THE PLAY: Each game comes with a complete set of instructions. However, the games
are designed to be flexible in order to suit specific needs and situations. Any
variations should be carefully explained. Some situations may arise that require new
or varied rules. It is best to allow students input into rule additions or changes.

Most of the games have been designed to fit a twenty to sixty minutes time
frame. The board games and many of the card games can be timed to fit particular
scheduling needs since no tine reference has been established.

Dehripfinv The educational benefits of any game are enhanced by discussing the activ-
ities of the play. The games include sample follow-up questions that should prove
useful in debriefing. You may wish to go over the objectives of the play and then
discuss them with the class to determine if the students understood those ideas from
the play. Related terms and concepts have been listed to help the teacher plan the
discussion and the use of games within the curriculum.



Designing a Board Game
It is not difficult for a teacher to design a simple board game which will

focus in on one specific learning area and serve either as a review of or introduction
to that topic.

The first step is to select a general theme from which sub-topics and concepts
will be drawn (i.e. inflation, energy, budgeting, etc.). The theme must permeate the
games play if learning is to be achieved.

The teacher is now ready to decide the general goals of the play. There are
two traditional goals which are commonly used in learning games. The first goal is to
obtain the most money or points during the play and thus be declared the winner.
(Paperwork and Resources Dominoes involved stockpiling points. Tax and Economies
have goals of obtaining the largest income to be declared the winner.)

The second general goal is to complete some specified task, or be the closest
to completing that task, in order to be declared the winner.

In "Sucker", "Cover-up", and "Nations" the player is trying to either match
terms with examples or make specified sets or pairs of example relating to one term
in order to be the winner.

In "Energy" and "Missouri Resources" the player uses money to build up the
local economy (or provide energy resources) in order to win.

"GNP" tests the players' understanding of the process of figuring the Gross
National. Product and of related terms. There is no sinner in the traditional sense.

Once you have selected a theme and decided the general goal of the play you
are ready to sketch the game board. You may wish to use the traditional rectangular
shaped board with five to seven spaces on the short side and ten to twelve on the long.
The sides adjacent to each other should have the same number of squares. Boards may
also be round, square, triangular, or otherwise varied in shape if that meets the
needs of the activity.

Now you are ready to begin filling in the squares with play instructions.
One space,preferably a corner if the board is rectangular, should be set aside as
the starting place for all players.

Cards will enhance the play tremendously. Each set of cards should have a
slightly different focus and should be limited to two or three sets per game (taxes
provide an exception to the rule). Cards may

1. Quiz students and reward them for their knowledge (Tax, Economics).
2. Increase or decrease income or points (Our City, Economics).
3. Present opportunities which challenge the student or change the course

of the play (Regulation, Economics, Energy).
4. Force the purchase of certain items to affect the play (Taxes, Our City).
5. Provide news headlines which affect the play of the game (Energy, Missouri

Resources).
Examples of each of these users of cards can be found in the gaming section.

Four to eight spaces on the board should be set aside for each set of cards. Desig-
nate a word or design to represent the specific set of cards. Each set of cards
should contain from ten to twenty-five cards each. It is advisable not to repeat a
card more than once in the deck.

The remaining squares can be filled in with by spaces which have universal
appeal:

1. Taxi stand - This space provides a ride to any other space on the board
for a set amount of money.

2. Jail or City Hall - This space can inflict fines or result in the loss of
a turn.

3. Tax - This space inflicts a tax on the player.
The other squares should relate to the general play and give specific direc-

tions to the participants. A variety of examples have been provided to help in the
design of the board and the content of cards and other materials. Often these objects



can be easily adapted to or ginal games developed by the teacher
In designing a game try to simulate a realistic situation as much as possible.

Realism is important to the value of the game as a learning tool.



Games: Macroeconomics
Name: Tax
Grade Level: 4 to 8
Objective: To familiariarize students ith the various taxes used to pay for public

goods and services.
Related Terms and CenceRIEL Progressive tax, regressive tax, value-added tax, sales

tax, income tax, excise tax, property tax, specialty
taxes and income.

Currency: $100; $500; 51,000; 55,000; $10,000 and $50,000
Goal of the Flap The winner is the oe who has the most income left at the end of

the game and has made all of the required purchases.
The Play: Each student begins with $50,000 in cash. Roll the die and move the cor-

rect number of spaces as shown on the grid. You MUST stop at each of the
eight end squares even if you do not have the exact roll,
and follow the instructions on the game board. Each
player must purchase the basic necessities (home, food,
car, and miscellaneous goods) and pay the required taxes.
The rest of the spaces give the necessary directions for
actions.

Card - This gives special financial situations that may help you get through the
year with some money left or may cost you money.

ion Cards .- These cards ask questions. If the person landing on the space
answers them correctly, there are rewards paid. The person to the
right should read the questions aloud.

Tax C ds - These cards provide information on taxes along with special problems and
prospects for the player.

Note: This game only shows the tsx side of governmental activity. Follow up discus-
sion should present the many services and goods provided by state, local and national
governments.



Receive tax rebate from
state income tax of $1,000.

LUCKY CARDS ;TAX GAME)

Pay legal fees of $500. Spend a
hospita

Receive a gift from the
mall. You do not have to
stop and make a purchase.

Double your charity contri-
bution.

-urn at the

Go back 3 spaces or pay
$1,000.

Won hog calling contest.
Collect $500.

Buy 2 grocery items from Move ahead 4 spaces and
receive $500.Sam's grocery.

Pay moving expense of $100
and pick a new house (pay
the difference if you
already have a home)

won court case. Receive
fine refund of $1,000.
(After legal fees)

Win $3,000 in free food
coupons for use at Sam's
Grocery only.

Receive $1,000 rebate
from auto dealer.

You have won the

Go back to the rental
Irish Sweepstakes.

square and pick up a second Collect $2,000 after
summer cottage. taxes.



Receive tax rebate from
State Income Tax of $1,000,

Receive a gift from the
mall you do not have to
stop and make a purchase.

Win Hog Calling contest
and collect $500,

Pay moving expanse of $100
and pick a new house (pay
the difference if you al-
ready have a home).

Win court case and receive
fine refund of $1000 after
legal fee's.

Pay legal fees of $500.

Double your charity contri-
bution.

Buy 2 grocery items from
Sam's,

Win 3,000 in Free Food
coupons for use at Sam's
Grocery only.

Win the Irish Sweepstakes
and collect $2,000 after
taxes.

Spend a ruin at the hosp-
ital.

Go back 3 spaces or pay
$1,000.

Go ahead 4 spaces and -
ceive $500.

Receive $1,000 rebate from
Auto Dealer.

Go back to the rental
square and pick up a sec-
ond summer cottage.
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V A T. Tax

(a sales tax on each
stage of Production)

of $100 is imposed on all
items you buy in the
future.

V.A.T. Tax

(repeat)

of $200 is imposed on
all items you buy in
the future.

SALES TAX

of 5% is imposed on all
future purchases.

EXCISE TAX

oh-special luxuries mus
be paid on tires $100.

Pay
EMPLOYMENTTAX

on all workers n the
family)

of $100.

Pay
SCHOOL TAX

OF $200.

Pay
PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX

(cars and furniture)

of $50 per ear and $150
for furniture.

Pay
LITILITY

OF $200 for telephone
and electric:. use.

SALES TAX

of 705 is imposed on all
future:purchases.

SIN TAX

on liquor and cigars
cost you $200.

Pay
PROPERTY TAX

on your home of $100.

Pay
UTILITY

of $500 for telephone
and electric use.

Pay
GASOLINE TAX

of $500 if you own a gas
driven vehicle

Pay
WINDFALL PROFITS TAX

Fay
IMPORT DUTY

OF $1000 on excessive OF $100 on all goods
income from all revenue. you receive from now on.



Gasoline is taxed by

which of the follow-

ing: state, local,

federal

(both state and local

$500

What is fiscal polic

(taxing and spending

to control business

cycles)

$300

What is proposition

13?

(a law to limit

property taxes--began

the tax revolt)

$200

Is the U.S. Export

Tax progressive?

(by law we have no

export tax)

$300

What is a publican?

(Roman tax collector)

$500

Name a progressive

tax?

(Luxury or income tax)

$100

Spell "Fiscal Policy"

$100

What does a Leifer

curve explain?

(shows that increasin

tax rates can lower

tax revenue)

$500

Social Security Tax

is distributed based

on need?

(false; based on

payment into the

system) $100

Name a regressive

tax?

(sales tax)

too

Name a tax that acts

like a user fee?

(gasoline tax)

$100

What is an excise

tax?

(tax on "luxury"

items such as jewelry

and tires)

too

The largest source of

local income?

(property tax)

$200

Who pays the Social

Security Tax?

(workers & employers

$100

All sales tax goes

to the state?

(false; local too)

too

Name a non-progressiv_

tax?

(sales, property,

utility, excise)

$200

What is a sin tax?

(tax on alcohol,

tobacco, or other

sinful activities)

100

The largest source of

state income is?

(sales tax)

$200

Does Hotel-Motel Tax

act like a Sales Tax?

(true)

$100

Gasoline has a sales

tax?

(no--has a gas tax)

too

In a sales tax whiCh

group pays the largest

portion of their

income in tax: rich,

middle, poor?

(poor-regressive tax)

$100

What is a progreSsive

tax?

(tax that requirea

larger portion of

income be paid by

higher income groups)

$100

The largest source

of Federal Income is?

(personal income tax)

400

What kinds of workers

are exempt from

Social Security?

(Federal Workers &

same state & local

uorkers) $100

Windfall profits tax

applies to all

industry?

(only oil companies)

too



PICK A HOME CARD

NOW PAY 10% OF VALUE

IF OWNED, $50.00 IF

RENTING

TO BLUE IRS AND PAY

$1,000.00 RECEIVE $350.00

Om'

ADD $100.00 TO YOUR

NEXT PURCHASE TA X

3EGI1JS WITH

RT

BLEEDING

HEARTS

CHARITY

MITE
15

ROLL DIE

GIVE AND GET $100.

000 REBATE PER

IYOU ARE BEING AUDITED

PICK A CARD



' JACKS

USED

SALES

LOVER'S

aLt

ROLL DIE, IF EVEN MOVE

AHEAD, IF ODD LOSE I

TURN AND PAY BILL OF

$250.00

PAY 20% OF YOUR INCOME

$10,30000

) TO

PAY $100.00 ON NEXT

PUPCHASE AT LOVERS MALL

SALES

3H TAXES OR

qE SPACE

irAx

PAY $1000.00

IF YOU

NUMBER

N ODD

2 CARDS

PAY $200.00

TA



Simulations
Simulations are beneficial learning tools that allow students to experience

realistic situations in a convenient classroom setting. There are two types of simu-
lations: role playing and the standard simulation.

Role playing is a completely open and spontaneous learning situation in which
the student is given only general instructions concerning his or her role and a back-
ground setting. Several students participate in the role play with a similar set of
Instructions. Typically a role playing experience gives little or no information about
the actions of other participants. The goal of role playing is to observe the reac-
tions of students in a situation under which they have wide controls over the action,
and are influenced more by the deeds of peers in the performance than by specific
directions, which are usually confined to small index cards. Role playing does not
usually have much of an introduction, since that might influence the outcome unduly.
The debriefing becomes vital to the success of the role playing situations, but the
unstructured nature of the activity makes it difficult to provide more than a general
suggestion for questions. The debriefing is highly individualized to the specific
setting and situation under which it develops. Teachers must practice and experiment
with role playing since no two experiences will have identical outcomes. The role
playing situations in this text provide some parameters for play and should aid in
teacher preparation.

The standard simulation is more structured than role playing situations with
the setting and backgrounds more expressly defined. Student roles are confined to
specific personality Characteristics within particular guidlines. The sielation
is much more flexible than a game with outcomes determined by a combination of factors
including role assignment, personalities, individual interpretation of a situation,
teacher direction and interference, and student attitudes.

Simulations place primary emphasis on oral skills and decision making. Some
of the simulations also require the use of written, artistic, mathematical and
reading skills.

An effective simulation reflects realistic experiences, but attempts to
sharpen the focus to specific terms, concepts, or ideas through its structure and
direction. The simulation may have paraphernalia (dice, maps, cards, money, etc.),
but they are usually designed to enhance the simulation or make it more realistic
and are frequently not vital to the activity.

The simulation has many positive attributes as a learning experience. It
presents real, rather than vicarious learning to the students which should reduce
dislearning. All ages find the simulation experience exciting and enjoyable if they
are appropriate to the groups' interest and ability. The simulations in this text
are complete and like most simulations require almost no expense to duplicate.

Simulations 'ill accommodate wide variations in student ability and can be
redesigned for a specific objective or grade level student.

Simulations involve students in an experience-oriented discovery approach to
basic decision making that is both realistic and open to individual needs and cre-
ativity. Discipline problems are minimized during a good simulation and usually
carry over to other learning experiences which follow. Simulations place the em-
phasis on decision making within a group set, as opposed to competition and winning.

There are some problems which the teacher should be pr'epared for when using a
simulation. The emphasis on oral skills can cause some students to avoid partici-
pating in the action while others dominate the play. The teacher can reduce this
effect by a careful selection and guidance process that balances student involvement.
Student skills might be matched to specific situations although it is a good idea to
vary student roles in order to broaden the individual's exposure to varied exper-
iences.

Simulations are less teacher directed and more unstructured than many learning
activities, requiring more preparation in debriefing to maximize the potential of
simulations.

Simulations have a drawback in that, unlike games, they must take up class
time since they require large group participations. This means that teachers must be
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careful when selecting simulation experiences. Simulations are rarely individualized
to meet personal needs, but the group interaction involved is an important part of
the aggregate experience of all people.

Simulation Procedures
Most simulations have a short group orientation that sets the background in

which all decisions will be made. A variety of roles, often different in function,
require some small group or individual orientation sessions. These should be planned
to minimize the distractions they cause- Clear written instructions can prevent long,
oral sessions that place the bulk of the class in a holding pattern with nothing to do.

The simulations vary relative to the structure, but most contain timed rounds
with srecific instructions for each round.

Each simulation or role playing suggestion contains several questions for the
debriefing session that should follow each simulation. With a little work in pro-
viding the proper advanced preparations and followup activities blended to create the
right atmosphere for a simulation, they will prove to be an exhilarating learning
experience for everyone.



Simulation: International Economic Issues
Name: You've Got the Power!
Concept: World Poverty
Grades: Nine to University Level
Objectives: To help students recognize some of the major causes of international

scale poverty including:
1. Rapid population growth
2. Lack of productivity and industriali7ation
3. _Lack of skilled labor and poor educational opportunities
4. Income inequrlity
5. Increased spending on non-productive military hardware

Related Terms and Concepts: Decision-making, wealth, and economic goals
tiThis simulaon requires an overhead projector. The instructor may wish to

transcribe the script on tape, particularly if you plan to use it more than once.

Phase I: Selectin and Rating Economic Goals
First divide the class into national groups. Each group will be given a

nation's card with actual vital statistics. In this phase students will prioritize
the goals for their nation. Each group should select a president and recorder.
Instructor Reading #1
International Survival: The Developing Nations

You are the leaders of a developing or underdeveloped nation of the world.
Your goal is to improve the standard of living of your people, and thus promote polit-
ical and economic stability.

You have five alternatives which you must rate from the most important to the
least important goal. Place these priorities on Sheet A. Your goals are:
Promote Economic Growth

This means your people will have to make some sacrifices (such as using less
energy for personal needs, saving, increasing productivity, etc.). It also means
finding outside funding which will not be as available in a nation with a history of
political instability.
Political Stability

Political Stability must be maintained to prevent military takeovers (so common
in the past), and both internal and external agitation. It requires using more funds
for the military that could have been used for economic growth. It also requires pro-
moting democratic decision-making which may impede the implementation of other import-
ant programs.
Reducing Population Size

Population reduction programs are not popular because of religious and tradi-
tional attitudes, but current rates of growth are destroying most small economic gains
you as a nation have made since the 1940s.
Educational Advancement

New and improved educational and medical facilties will promote growth in the
long run but slow down short run progress. Medical improvements also cause the popu-
lation growth rate to increase. An educated populace is vital if you are to have the
doctors, lawyers, teachers, and engineers to develop further.
Income Redistribution

More even distribution of income and wealth is also important. You. like other
third and fourth world nations, have extreme inequalities of wealth. On an average 5%
of your people own 90% of the wealth. The wealth of your nation must be more evenly
distributed.

Now discuss and rate these. Give your highest a 5, then 4, 3, 2, and 1 for the
least important goal. The recorder should mark sheet #1 with your responses.

Keeping in mind your goals, you must make decisions that will further those
goals--your success or failure will decide whether you will continue to rule or not.
If your scores fall below ONE a coup will take place and the remainder of the group
will select a new leader.

"Vital statistics for the nine nations listed on page 64 should come from a current
almanac and include GNP, literacy, nopulation, exports, life expectancy, etc.
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Phase II: Decision-Making
(Read to Class) Each group will no faced with a series of five problems

which must be solved, keeping the group'A original goals in mind. The readings will
provide all necessary instructions.

After each situation is read you may expose the upper portion of the proper
overhead. When the decisions have been made and recorded, then you may expose the
schedule. Allow a few minutes for the mathematics, then determine if the nation
retains its leaders. Remember all scores are cumulative (e.g. if you have a -6
in Round 1 carry that over to Round 2.)
Situation #1 involves the purchase of military hardware.

The United States is offering you 1.5 billion dollars worth of military equip-
ment, requested by the former government, Your relations with your neighbors have
not been good and political extremists, both right and left, have control of much of
the countryside. Your army is underequipped and some replacements are needed. You
have up to 20 years to pay this bill at no interest. You also need to decide whether
or not to increase military spending in general. Your choices are:

1. Purchase the equipment and increase military spending by 10% with no
change in military size

2. Purchase one-half of the equipment over a 20 year period
3. Reduce the purchase to one-fourth and cut military spending by 10%
4. Make only vital purchases of parts and reduce the size of your military by

20%
Before making a decision listen to what some of the citizens have to say.

y General: "Our army must have this equipmentnational survival demands
it, with armies crowding our border ready to strike and terrorists bombing, shooting,
and kidnapping citizens for their own gains on a daily basis. Without this minimal
support no guarantees can be-made."

Religious Leader: "We cannot afford such excesses. One-third of our people are
starving while another one-third are badly undernourished and have poor mediCal facil-
ities. These are the cause of our internal political problemssolve those and you

't need the guns."
1 _to "I am opposed to an increase in the size of the army--the draft has

reduced university attendance dramatically. Those bright young people are our future
hope."

Now make your decision.
Instructor: Uncover the scores once all groups have made a choice.

Now that you have made your decision take handout #2 and place the goal numbers
(1 through 5) in the correct circles- Then check the selection you made on the issues
and put the numbers in that column. (Show an example.)

If you decided that growth was most important (#5), then stability 4, population
reduction 3, improved education 2, and income redistribution 1, and you also selected
choice #1, then your sheet should look like this (show overhead #1) your total score
would be -3 for the first round.

Follow the same procedures for the other four situations,

Situation #2 involves the problem of population growth.
Note: Place appropriate overhead covering scores.
In your country live births per 1000 women are four times that of developed

nations; and even with a shorter life expectancy, your population is doubling every
decade (and may be worse in the BOs if trends continue.)

Something must be done to prevent this dramatic increase in population. These
are your options:

1. Educate people concerning the problem
2. Provide education and free birth control technology
3. Provide subsidies to families with two children if they wi11 not have any

more kids.
4. Tax families for each child in excess of two
5. Free abortion-birth control clinics, incentives for sterilization in



faklies with more than two kids.
6. Enforced birth controls with no couples allowed more than two pregnancies.

This includes forced sterilization, penalties, severe fines, and public
condemnation for refusal to participate in the program.

Before making your decision, listen to what these citizens have to say.
Medical Doctor: "We have already passed the critical point. If this nation is

ever to develop, we must take temporary emergency measures to cut our birth rate dra-

matically. tine- third of our people are near starvation with thousands dying each
year. We just cannot feed the increase and aid only postpones the problem."

Religious Leader: "We certainly have an :.,ilgation to inform our people about
the population problem. They arentelligent, religious people who will take steps to
control family size naturally. Any proposal beyond this is tantamount to murder and
will be opposed by all moral men and women. Spend that money to feed the poor and en-
courage the rich to share."

Economist: "Using taxes and subsidies should be enoush to discourage overpopu-
lation Nothing should be done that imposes on the freedom of the individual."

Now decide. (Keep schedule covered up until the decision is made)
Situation #3 involves foreign investment in your nation.

Several major U.S. corporations want to open four plants in your nation with 50%
control by the corporation. You will be expected to provide land sites and 50% of the
funding for which the government will receive one-half the profits. This will reduce
unemployment by 23% and create a higher standard of living in your nation. These are
your options:

1. Make the deal
2. Make the deal but ask for 60% of the profit
3. Give money to national business
4. Build state-run plants
5. Do nothing

Before deciding listen to these citizens.
Industrialist: "We are opposed to this plan. The government pays too much of

the cost while receiving too small a share of the profit_ It's not right for our
people to work to put money into the pockets of American fat cats--give us the dollars
and we will build smaller industries, but it will all be home owned."

American Business: "This is a good deal for you. We are taking a big risk.
Many of the backers of this plan will not stand for any modifications."

Now make your decision.
Situation 44 involves education facilities.

The minister of Education has submitted a plan to upgrade your educational
system using funds set aside for economic growth. Additions will be made to your one
medical school and a new one will be built to serve the southwestern sector of the
nation. Two new universities will be built and others expanded if the full plan is
implemented. Your options are

1. Build the new facilities
2. Improve facilities at one medical school and one university
3. Upgrade current state universities and the medical school
4. Make no changes
5. Cut.expenditures for these facilities and use the funds for industrial

expansion.
This is what some prominent citizens have to say about your possible decisions.
6 Minister of Education: "The future is our young people. Industrial growth,

better schools, better hospitals--all depend upon educated people to build and run them.

A small investment now will bring big dividends in the future."
Industrialist: "Certainly these expenditures will stimulate growth in 20 to

25 years, but the crisis is now. That same money could be used to build factories
that could be producing in 18 months and provide thousands of jobs. Leave the future

to our children; let's straighten out the present first."

Mika your decisions.
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Situatio= '5 involves decisions about income distribution in iom

Fe percent of the people in your nation control 9 of the wealth (1a.=d,

capital, end other natural resources). Even though 80 to 90% of your people rzarm,

lessthm, Li-% own their own farm. This is a major cause for political unrest. These

are your options:
1- Aid small farmers with low interest loans.
2. Raise inheritance tax on land which will free one to three percent <Df

the land per decade.
3 Reduce total acreage to 100,000 that one person may own. The forme =

owner will receive fair compensation.4 Reduce total acreage to 25,000 that one may own with reduced compenation.
5 Reduce total acreage to 1000 maximum that one may own with nocompe2asation.

Divide the land among the poor.
This is mat some prominent citizens have to say.

Cczalege Student: "You are worried about riots in the universitiu, ter=orists
in the cciantryside, kidnappings, etc. They wouldn't exist if poverty were elii
mated--dr-stic measures should be taken now. Those fat cats deserve no competition.
The fat Jaers have stolen from us for centuries.. The land, at least, should b-et taken

and giver to the workers, the people."
_Lar-lwryer: The problem is certainly critical. We must not violate the riAghts of

some to protect or improve life for others. I would support any measure that A.could

supply compensation to those who are asked to sacrifice."
LmJndowner: "Make loans available to the poor. Most of our farmers are will-

ingtosem-X.1 our land for a fair profit, but force will not be tolerated,"
Ncx0.1 make your final decision.

It is advisable to
problems <)f poor nations.
Discussioma Questions

1. What ire the causes of world poverty other than those covered by thesinulzation?
2. What some international solutions?
3. Do you expect things to get better, worse, or stay the sane?

Phase III: Wrap-up
ss the simulation. You should cover some of the basic

Note: Tim Schedule Goals are designed to fit realistic situations. The team' .zs

rms_ting of goal will either lessen or strengthen the impace of more (mt:3:--tame

obLoices. For example, if you selected choice #6 on Situation 2 and Sta_bility
wes_a an in23ortant goal you would be hurt by that choice. The first and

brat choices tent to be more extreme opposites and will impact based upon
kme total goals choices.
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Handout I
FACT Si ir=1

WORLD POPUIATION: The world had its fi=-st billion people in 1800. It gook 125 years
to add another billion. The third billon was added 30 years later by =i_955, and the
fourth billion in 1975. It is estimate1 that one billion more will iuh-4.1cit the earth

by 1983.

Poorer countries:
a) Lack productive resources, particully those of a high technology _-9.fibre Ci. e.,

skilled labor, advanced tractors, nitdern steel mills, etc.)
b) Have a low median age, which means here are more people under 18 add little

to national output.
Have high birth rates but lowered dath rates due to modern meclicin.
Show an annual growth rate of .8% o less on average.
Have 80 to 90% of the population entaged in marginally productive fr-el

GOALS:
Economic G wth - requires some =.ftorifice in consumer goods ti
outside help as well.

0 Political Stabilitz - requires srong military but should be coul_ d with
increased democratic government v_nd reform efforts.

Population Reduction - In order two enhance economic growth you naL__st bring down
population growth rate.

Improved Educational and Medical Facilities - Long run, economic
depends upon doctors, lawyers, tachers, and engineers.

Income Redistribution. - Some eff=irt must be made to reduce incom and wealth

flay need

0 inequality.

Decide the importance of these gals by placing 5 by the most important down
1 in the least appropriate circles .

well-being



liandout 2

Decisic =n 1: Military Hardware
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Handout 3

Decision III: New Foreign Pler=its

Economic Growth

0
Stability

0
Population

0
Education

0
Redistribution

Decision (circle one) 1 2

X

X

Decision IV: New hive,
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X
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Handout 4

Decision V:

Economic Growth

0
Stability

0
Population

0
Education

0
Redistribution

x

X

X



Overhead 1

Situation tions:
1. Purchase 1.5 billion in arms tgmasees spending 10%

2. Purchase CO 750 million in ertmac change in military size
3. Purchase CO 375 million in arras, cut spending 10%
4. Make only vital replacement pat-chases =4, reduce army 20%

Schedule Goa. PurChase NrcEELase Purchase Only Vital Needs
all one---half one-fourth

Economic Growth -2 -1 +2

Stability +3

Population Reduction 0 0 O

Education -2 -1

Income Redistribution -1 0 0

Situation 2 Options:

1. Educate- populace about the pcIplatiecm problem
2. Education and free birth control tech
3. Subsidies to families with only0mk=ids
4. Tax on families with more than two kites
5. Free abortion and birth controLtmhnic4logy, incentives for sterilization.

6. Enforced birth control

Schedule Goals 1 2 4 5 6

Economic Growth +3 +4

Stability -1 0 -1- -2

Population Reduction -3_ -1 -1 +4

Education 3 1 -3

Redistribution +2 0 0 -3



Overhead 2

Situation Options:
1. Make the deal with the U.S. busbiesses
2. Make the deal with your nation getting 5-0% of the profit
3. Give the money to national businesses
4. Use the monerT.- and build state-owned/run businesses
5. Do nothing

Schedule Goals 1 2 4

Economic Growth +1 -2
Stability -1 -1 -1 -2

Population Reduction 1 0 0 +1

Education -1

Redistribution -4

Situation 4 Options:

1. Build the new facilities

R. Improve facilities at one medical ool and one university

3. Upgrade current buildings

4. Make no changes

Cut educational funds and use to build w plants

Schedule Goals 1 2 5 4 5

Economic Growth 0 +2 +4

Stability -1 0 -2

Population Reduction -3 -1 -1. +1 +2

Education +3 +2 +1 0 3
Redistribution +1 +1 C 0 -1



Overhead 3

Situation 5 Options:

1. Aid'small farmer with lgy,r intere
2. Inheritance tax increase
3. Fair compensation, maximum farm size 100,000 acres
4. Partial compensation, meicimum farm size 25,000 acres
5. No compensation, maximum Xarm size 1,000 acres

Scheftle Goals 2

Economic Growth +3

Stability +2 +3 +2 +1

Population Reduction -2 0 +1

Education +1 -2 0

Redistribution 0 +2 3 4
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